
Online Vocabulary Lists (1st 100)

Group 1
1. advise against
2. back up
3. break up with
4. calm down
5. catch up with
6. come down with
7. cross out
8. cut off (traffic)
9. dream about/of

10. get around
11. get even with
12. give up on
13. go over
14. have on
15. keep up on
16. let down
17. look forward to
18. look up to
19. pass out
20. pick out
21. put off
22. run out of
23. take off
24. turn down
25. wear out

Group 2
1. approve of
2. blow up
3. bring up
4. don’t care for
5. check out
6. cut back on
7. deal with
8. drop by
9. fall apart

10. fill in for
11. get around to
12. get into
13. go off
14. hand in
15. keep up with
16. let up
17. look into
18. make fun of
19. pass out
20. pick up
21. put up with
22. set up
23. take over
24. turn up
25. work out

Group 3
1. ask out
2. break down
3. call off
4. carry out
5. clear up
6. come up with
7. cut off
8. do without
9. drop in (on)

10. fall through
11. find out
12. get behind on
13. get out of
14. go through
15. insist on
16. kick out
17. look back on
18. look over
19. make up
20. pay back
21. pick up
22. round off
23. sleep in
24. turn out
25. work out

Group 4
1. back out of
2. break into
3. call on
4. catch up on
5. come from
6. come apart
7. count on
8. draw up
9. drop off

10. fill in/out
11. get along with
12. get by
13. get rid of
14. go out with
15. hang up
16. iron out
17. leave out
18. look down on
19. mix up
20. pick on
21. put away
22. run into
23. try out
24. turn down
25. watch out for

Phrasal Verbs - Glossary

Phrasal Verb Definition Example Sentence

advise against
tell someone that you think something
is a bad idea

I would advise against paying for a vacation
with your credit card.

approve of tell someone that you like their idea
Most people approve of the idea of lowering
taxes.

ask out
when you want to take someone on a
romantic date

After thinking about it for a long time, Tony
finally asked out Molly.

back out of
break a promise to something, usually
at the last minute

John backed out of his promise to help his
friends move by saying he was sick.

back up support someone
It is important to back up your opinions in an
essay with facts.



blow up
completely destroy something in an
explosion

The army used missiles to blow up the
enemy’s communications system.

break down stop working properly
My car is old, but it is really reliable.  It has
never broken down.

break into
go into a place illegally to steal
something

While Bob was on vacation, someone broke
into his rental car and stole his golf clubs.

break up with
end a romantic relationship with
someone

Chrissy cried for a week after she broke up
with her boyfriend.

bring up
mention a new idea or topic for
discussion

Jessie got very uncomfortable when his
girlfriend brought up the subject of marriage.

call off cancel an event
The baseball game was called off because
the weather was really bad.

call on
choose someone to speak or give an
answer, like in a classroom

If you want the teacher to call on you in class,
raise your hand first.

calm down
make someone feel better; make
someone stop being nervous

In difficult situations, British people like to
calm down with a cup of tea.

(don’t) care for dislike
My mother doesn’t care for mustard.  She
never eats it.

carry out
put a plan into action; do something
you have planned

By working together, the employees were able
to carry out the major task their boss gave
them.

catch up on
spend time doing work you missed,
like when you were sick

I didn’t like to miss school because catching
up on the work that I missed was so difficult.

catch up with
walk or run faster than the person in
front of you so you meet them

Brian stopped in a convenience store to get a
bottle of water, so he had to run to catch up
with his group.

check out borrow a book from a library
I take my son to the library every Saturday
and he checks out a bunch of books.

clear up
help someone understand something
confusing

In the meeting, it took over thirty minutes to
clear up the problem of parking spaces.

come apart
when something breaks into smaller
pieces, like Legos

The shoes that I bought were so cheap, they
started coming apart after only two weeks.

come down with become sick with an illness
I’m going to go to bed early tonight because I
think I’m coming down with a cold.

come from
the place where a person or thing
originates, like a hometown

Most of my students come from Mainland
China.

come up with have a new idea
The teacher asked each student to come up
with at least three topics for their essay.



complain about
talk about things that you don’t like,
things that bother you

When you live in the Middle East, you spend a
lot of time complaining about the heat.

count on
expect someone’s help; need
someone’s help

I like students I can count on to be prepared
for class every day.

cross out
draw a line through something, like on
a list

When you have a lot to do, it is a good idea to
make a list and cross things out as you finish
them.

cut back on
cut down on

reduce the amount of something; do
something less

We cut down on unnecessary expenses by
eating at home more and eating out less.

cut off

turn in front of someone suddenly
while you are driving

Two drivers got into an accident when one cut
off the other and caused an accident.

use a knife to remove something that
you don’t want

Little children often want their mothers to cut
off the crusts of their sandwiches.

deal with take care of a problem
Teachers have to deal with many different
issues in the classroom.

do without
live without something that you really
want

Many children have to do without Christmas
presents because their parents can’t afford to
buy them.

draw up
create something in writing, like a
contract or a plan

Before you start a business partnership, you
should have a lawyer draw up a partnership
agreement.

dream about/of think about something you really want
Many young girls dream about their future
wedding.

drop by
stop at a place quickly to do
something

After work, on my way to the restaurant, I
dropped by our house to pick up my wife.

drop in (on) visit someone without an appointment
We get along with our neighbors really well. 
We drop in on each other all the time.

drop off
drive someone to a place, like a school
and then leave

Every morning I drop my kids off at school
and my wife picks them up in the afternoon.

eat out have a meal in a restaurant
I’m tired and don’t feel like cooking tonight. 
Let’s eat out.

fall apart
when something breaks into pieces
because it is old or dry

I think it’s time to get a new car because this
one is starting to fall apart.

fall over
go to the ground because you lose
your balance

The tree fell over because of the strong winds
during the hurricane.

fall through when a plan doesn’t work
Our plans to travel around Europe fell through
when my wife got pregnant with our first child.



figure out discover the answer to a problem
The students figured out the answer to the
problem by working together.

fill in/out
put answers on a test; put all the
information on a form

We had to fill out a lot of long forms in order
for my wife to get her Green Card.

fill in for substitute for someone who isn’t there
When a teacher gets sick, the school calls a
substitute teacher to fill in for them.

fill up
put something into a container until
you can’t put anymore

We’d better leave a few minutes early
because we have to fill up the car (with gas).

find out discover; learn
I’m not sure what time the movie starts.  I find
out and call you back.

flop down
fall onto a bed or the floor because
you are very tired

After the referee blew the whistle to end the
game, the exhausted players flopped down
onto the pitch.

get along with
have a good relationship with
someone

Jana got along so well with her roommate,
they shared a room all four years of college.

get around find a way to avoid a problem
The student tried to get around punishment by
lying about her homework, but it didn’t work.

get around to
find time to something you have need
to do for a long time.

I’ve wanted to clean out my closet for weeks,
but I’ve been very busy.  I finally got around to
it last weekend.

get (be) behind
on

have a lot of work to do because you
waited a long time to do it

Don’t get behind on your research project.  Do
a little bit every day so you don’t go crazy at
the last minute.

get by
have enough money to survive but not
enough to be rich

My wife and I don’t need to be rich.  We will
be happy as long as we can get by.

get even with
do something bad to another person
for revenge

Dave got even with his ex-girlfriend by dating
her best friend.

get into become very interested in something
Have you seen the new police show on TV? 
I’m really getting into it.

get out of
find an excuse not to do something
you don’t want to do

I really don’t want to work this weekend.  I’m
going to talk to my boss to see if I can get out
of it.

get rid of
discard; throw away something you
don’t need

We are moving soon, so we are getting rid of
a lot of old stuff.

give up (on)
stop trying to do something; stop
trusting someone

Harry had to give up on his business because
he didn’t have enough customers.



go off
when something suddenly begins to
make noise, like an alarm

Everyone in the dorm had to get up and leave
their rooms when the fire alarm went off in the
middle of the night.

go out with
be in a romantic relationship with
someone; go on a date

Josh and Morgan have been going out for
about six months.

go over
review; check for mistakes

(synonym: look over)
We spent an hour on Monday going over
Friday’s test and answering questions.

go through
when you have to deal with a difficult
situation

My mother went through a very difficult time
after my father suddenly passed away.

go to
(a school)

attend; be a student at a school
First I went to a large university on the East
Coast, but then I transferred to a small school
in Hawaii.

hand in
(turn in)

give an assignment to a boss or
teacher when it is finished

You may leave after you hand in your final
exam.

hang up
put something like a coat or shirt in a
closet on a hanger

Women usually hang up their clothes, but
guys just throw them on the floor.

have on wear
The blue dress that Emma had on at the prom
was gorgeous.

insist on push your opinion or idea strongly
I insisted on going to a fancy restaurant for
our anniversary even though my wife said she
would be happy with something simple

iron out solve a problem
We still have a few small details to iron out,
but most of the big stuff is ready.

keep up on
don’t fall behind on work; finish things
on time

Doctors have to read a lot to keep up on the
latest advances in medicine.

keep up with
go at the same pace as another
person

As I get older and my son gets bigger, it is
getting harder and harder to keep up with him.

kick out remove someone from a group
My friend was kicked out of school because
his grades were so low.

leave out
forget to add something accidentally or
on purpose

Uh-oh.  I think I left out a couple of important
points on my essay.

let down
disappoint someone because you
didn’t do what they expected

Steve really let his teammates down when he
decided to go surfing instead of playing in an
important game.

let up
slowly use less and less pressure;
when something slowly stops

I think we can go outside soon.  It looks like
the rain is letting up.

look back on
think about something you did in the
past

When I look back on high school, the thing I
enjoyed most is playing sports.



look down on
have a bad opinion of something; think
you are better than someone

Never look down on someone because of how
they look or dress.  Treat everyone equally.

look forward to
anticipate; be excited about something
that will happen soon

High school seniors look forward to going off
to college and becoming independent.

look into
investigate; check to see why
something happened

I’m not sure if it is better to buy an apartment
or rent one.  I’m looking into it now.

look over
review; check for mistakes (before you
finish)

Before you print your essay, always look it
over for grammar, spelling and punctuation
errors.

look up to admire; want to be like someone else
Skyler really looks up to his older brother, Kai,
which is why he started playing rugby.

make fun of
tease someone; say bad things to
someone

We made fun of our friend for a long time
after he got a really bad haircut.

make up create a story from your imagination
On our summer camping trips, my father used
to make up the best ghost stories.

make up
(ones mind)

decide; make a final decision
Have you made up your mind about where
you are going to go to college?

mix up
put things in the wrong place or a
different order

When you study vocabulary, don’t study from
a list.  Make flash cards and mix them up.

pass away die
In 2017, many several legendary musicians
passed away, which was very sad.

pass out

become unconscious
The player passed out for a few seconds after
hitting her head on the ground.

give something to a group of people;
hand out

In public schools, teachers pass out textbooks
on the first day of school.

pay back return money that you borrowed
Whenever you borrow money from a friend,
make sure you pay them back as soon as
possible.

pick on treat another person badly; tease
In elementary school, children often pick on
other children who are smaller or different.

pick out choose from a group
My wife picks out our son’s school clothes
every morning.

pick up

go to a place to get someone who is
waiting for you

I pick up my son from school at 3:15 every
day.

get something after it is fixed or
cleaned

Our car is getting fixed after a small accident,
but we should be able to pick it up tomorrow.



put away return something to its storage place
We are trying to teach Skyler to always put
away his toys when he is finished playing with
them.

put off delay; wait until later to do something
We need to spend more time reviewing, so
let’s put off the test until tomorrow.

put up with endure something you really don’t like
When you live in the city, you have to put up
with things like high prices and loud noises.

round off
raise or lower a number to the nearest
10, 100 or 1000

Everyone owes $7.12 for lunch.  Let’s just
round it off to $7.00 and I’ll pay the rest.

run into
see a friend in an unexpected place or
at an unexpected time

When she arrived in the U.S. after two years
in Africa, my mother ran into her brother in the
middle of New York City.

run out of
have no more of something, like
gasoline or time

We ran out of diapers last night, so I had to
go to the store at 11:00 p.m.

set up
prepare for an event, especially a
room

Before graduation, the maintenance staff has
to set up the stage and all the chairs on the
football field.

sleep in
sleep until late because you don’t have
to do anything

I love Saturdays and Sundays because I can
sleep in.

stick around
stay in a place even after an event is
finished

After the party, several people stuck around to
help clean up.

take care of
be in charge of something; make sure
that another person is ok

Many women and some men choose to stay
home from work for a while to take care of
their newborn babies.

take off
when a plane leaves the ground and
begins to fly

Passengers must turn off electronic devices
before the plane takes off and lands.

take over
become the new leader or owner of
something

If something happens to the President, the
Vice-President takes over.

take up begin a new hobby or habit
Many people take up surfing when they move
to Hawaii.

talk about discuss a topic
The committee talked about plans for the
upcoming visit by the company president.

throw away
discard something you don’t need
anymore; put into the trash

Don’t just throw away cans and bottles.  Put
them in recycling bins.

throw up
when the contents of your stomach
come back up out of your mouth

I knew the seafood I ate was bad when I
started throwing up an hour later.

trade in
exchange an older thing for a newer
one

We traded in our old Toyota for a nice, new
Jeep Cherokee



try out (for) audition for a drama or a sports team
You can’t just join a sports team in the U.S. 
You have to try out and be chosen.

turn down decline; say no to an offer
Kevin was offered a job at a bigger company,
but he turned it down.

turn in go to bed
I have to get up at 5:00 tomorrow morning, so
I’m going to turn in early tonight.

turn in
(hand in)

give an assignment to a boss or
teacher when it is finished

You may leave after you hand in your final
exam.

turn into
change shape; become something
else

In the story The Ugly Duckling, a unattractive
baby bird turns into a beautiful swan.

turn off
make something stop working by
turning a switch or pressing a button

Don’t forget to turn off the air conditioner and
the lights before you leave.

turn out
how successful something is
(well or badly)

The Thanksgiving turkey turned out perfectly. 
It was moist and delicious.

turn up appear suddenly and unexpectedly
I thought I had lost my cell phone, but a few
days later, it turned up in a jacket pocket.

watch out for be careful about something
When you are hiking in the desert, you have
to watch out for dangerous animals like rattle
snakes and scorpions

wear out
use something until it can’t be used
any more

You have to replace the tires on your car
every 30,000 miles because they wear out
after a while.

work out

exercise to make yourself stronger
We were worried about finishing on time, but
in the end everything worked out fine.

when something has a successful
conclusion

We were worried about finishing everything
on time, but in the end, everything worked out
ok.




